












































Our! nervous! system! is!made!of! billions! of! neurons! that! process! sensory! information! and!
control!behavior.!It! is!organized!into!circuits!with!specifically!tuned!cellRtoRcell!connections!
that! are! essential! for! proper! function.! During! development,! neurons! project! to! remote!
















behavior! controlled! by! these! neurons.! For! this! purpose,! I! combined! developmental! live!
imaging,! electron! microscopy! reconstruction! of! circuits,! functional! imaging! of! neuronal!
activity,!and!behavioral!experiments!in!wildtype!and!experimental!animals.!








overexpression! of! receptors! for! midline! guidance! cues.! This! suggests! that! neurons! use!
partnerRderived!cues!that!allow!them!to!identify!and!connect!to!each!other.!However,!while!
partnerRderived! cues! are! sufficient! for! recognition! between! specific! partners! and!
establishment!of! connections;!without!orderly!positioning!of!axon! terminals!by!positional!
cues!and!without!synaptic!activity!during!embryonic!development,!the!number!and!strength!
of! functional! connections! are! altered! with! significant! consequences! for! behavior.! Thus,!


























































































































































Our! nervous! system! is!made!of! billions! of! neurons! that! process! sensory! information! and!
control!behavior.!It!is!organized!into!circuits!with!multiple!neurons!forming!intricate!pathways!
































Findings! in! both!Drosophila! and!mice! have! shown! that! the! final! location! of! sensory! axon!
terminals!in!the!developing!nerve!cord!is!regulated!independently!of!their!partner!dendrites!
(Sürmeli! et! al.,! 2011;! Zlatic! et! al.,! 2003,! 2009).! In! the! developing!Drosophila! embryo,! the!
location! of! sensory! axon! terminals! in! the! nerve! cord! is! controlled! by! a! system! of! global!
positional!cues!(Araújo!and!Tear,!2003).!!





Gilestro,! 2006).! Different! Robo! receptors! respond! differently! to! Slit! which! results! in! a!
variation!of!repulsion!degrees,!depending!on!the!specific!receptor!that!is!expressed!(Evans!
and!Bashaw,! 2010;! Rajagopalan! et! al.,! 2000;! Simpson! et! al.,! 2000a,! 2000b).! Axons! in! the!
medial!domain!of!the!nerve!cord!express!Robo,!intermediate!axons!express!Robo3!and!Robo,!
while!lateral!axons!express!Robo2,!Robo3,!and!Robo.!Robo!mediates!mild!repulsion!from!the!















when! they! go! through! (Kidd! et! al.,! 1998a).! Commissureless! is! a! protein! found! in! high!
concentrations! at! the! midline! and! reduces! midline! repulsion! by! downregulating! the!
expression!of!Robo!(Georgiou!and!Tear,!2002;!Kidd!et!al.,!1998b;!Tear!et!al.,!1996).!However,!
Robo! expression! can! be! switched! back! on! right! after! the! axons! have! already! crossed! the!
commissure,!allowing!them!to!continue!their!trajectory!away!from!the!midline.!!




Kolodziej! et! al.,! 1996).! Frazzled! is! expressed! by! commissural! axons! and! allows! them! to!
approach!the!midline.!In!fact,!Frazzled!can!also!bind!Netrin!and!redistribute!it!in!the!nervous!
system,! localizing! it! in!an!area!away! from!where! it!was!originally!expressed! (Hotta!et!al.,!
2000).! Together,! Slit! and! Netrin! control!midline! repulsion! and! attraction,! respectively,! in!
Drosophila!embryo.!
Sensory!axon!positioning!in!the!dorsoventral!axis!of!the!Drosophila!embryo!is!patterned!by!



















2013,! 2015;! White! et! al.,! 1986;! Zheng! et! al.,! 2018).! These! studies! suggest! neurons!










the! neurons! around! them.! This! locational! restriction! might! be! sufficient! to! generate!
connections!that!are!selective!enough!to!establish!functional!circuits!(Li!et!al.,!2007;!Roberts!





















muscles! are! relatively! static,! the! partner! searching! process! is! performed! mostly! by! the!
presynaptic!axons.!They!often!form!promiscuous!synapses!with!more!than!one!muscle!and!












by! depriving! the! animals! of! light! or! through! various! neuronal! activity! mutants! had! no!
apparent!effect!on!circuit!assembly!in!the!visual!system!(Hiesinger!et!al.,!2006;!Scott!et!al.,!
2003).!Similarly,!neuronal!activity!does!not!seem!to!be!required!for!the!development!of!the!









postsynaptic! partners! express! specific! combinations! of! molecules! that! enable! them! to!
recognize! each! other! to! establish! specific! connections! (Meyer,! 1998;! Sperry,! 1963).! This!





now! ventral! (dorsal! before! manipulation)! field! of! view! had! innervated! the! dorsal! visual!
domain! in!the!brain.!This!proved!that!the!nerves! in!the!eye!had!kept!their!original!wiring!
targets!regardless!of!the!new!rotated!position!from!where!they!were!growing.!Sperry!stated!
that! “growing* fibers* are* extremely* particular* when* it* comes* to* establishing* synaptic*


















systems! in!Drosophila!have!been!widely!used!as!models! for!circuit! formation.!Their!highly!
organized!circuit! structure!makes! them!suitable!for! these! types!of! studies.! Some!of! these!
molecules!promote!the!formation!of!synapses!between!specific!neurons!through!homophilic!
interactions! such! as! Teneurins! in! the! olfactory! system! (Hong! et! al.,! 2012)! or! nRCadherins!
mediating!cartridge!formation!in!the!optic!lobe!(Schwabe!et!al.,!2014),!while!others!inhibit!
the!formation!of!connections!between!nonRpartner!neurons!and!muscles!at!the!NMJ!(Inaki!et!
al.,! 2007).! Additionally,! the! Dscam! protein! family! has! a! particularly! large! splicingRderived!













to!which! their! concerted! interplay! influences! the! formation! of! a! fully! functional! circuit! is!
unclear.!
Overcoming'major'obstacles'to'progress'in'the'field'
Elucidating! the! mechanisms! by! which! selective! connections! are! established! requires! the!
ability!to!independently!manipulate!gene!expression!and!synaptic!activity!in!specific!neurons,!
while! monitoring! the! effects! on! structural! and! functional! connections! with! their! specific!
partners!and!on!behavior.!However,!in!most!systems,!synapticRresolution!connectivity!maps!













Helmstaedter! et! al.,! 2011).! Furthermore,! it! is! possible! to! rapidly! image! with! EM! and!
reconstruct!multiple!nervous!systems,!from!both!wildtype!and!experimental!animals.!Second,!


















A' mechanosensory' circuit' in' Drosophila' larva' as' a' model' for' studying' the'
establishment'of'selective'connections'
I! chose! the! mechanosensory! circuit! of! Drosophila! larva! as! a! model! system! for! studying!




nerve! cord! have! been! identified! using! EM! reconstruction,! and! the! relative! numbers! of!







more! units! called! scolopidia! that! are! composed! of! different! types! of! cells:! one! or! more!
sensory!neurons!with!ciliated!dendrites,!the!cap!cell!that!connects!the!neuron!to!the!outer!
cuticle,! the! scolopale! cell! that! surrounds! the! distal! dendrite,! and! the! ligament! cell! that!
anchors!the!neuron!to!the!inner!cuticle!(Kernan,!2007).!
The!chordotonal!sensory!neurons!(or!Chordotonals!for!brevity)!function!as!stretch!receptors!
that! detect! mechanical! stimuli! and! can! act! as! proprioceptors! (Caldwell! et! al.,! 2003)! or!
exteroceptors.!For!example,!air!vibration!generated!by!sound!can!pull!on!the!scolopidium’s!
cap!and!stretch!the!neuron’s!cilium,!activating!mechanicallyRgated! ion!channels.!However,!












and!Merritt,! 2000).! The! chordotonal! organs! repeat! with! the! same! organization! in! every!
abdominal!segment.!A!total!of!16!Chordotonal!axons!per!abdominal!segment!project!from!
the!periphery!to!the!CNS,!entering!the!VNC!at!their!respective!segment.!The!lch5!neurons!
enter! through! the! intersegmental! nerves,! while! v’ch1,! vchA! and! vchB! enter! through! the!
segmental! nerves.! All! Chordotonal! axons! from! the! same! hemisegment! arborize! in! close!
proximity!of!each!other.!They!span!mostly!along!the!anteriorRposterior!axis!across!one!or!two!
segments! with! stereotypic! and! identifiable! morphologies! (Merritt! and!Whitington,! 1995;!
Zlatic!et!al.,!2003).!
The'mechanosensory'circuit'of'Drosophila'larva'
EM! reconstruction! of! larval! neurons! has! unveiled! the! complexity! and! magnitude! of!
connections! in!neural! circuits! (Berck!et!al.,! 2016;!Eichler!et!al.,! 2017;! Jovanic!et!al.,! 2016;!
Ohyama!et!al.,!2015;!Schlegel!et!al.,!2016).!Drosophila!larva!neurons!seem!to!form!hundreds!




Ohyama! et! al.,! 2015).! This! revealed! that! the! Chordotonal! neurons! connect! to! several!
excitatory! and! inhibitory! local! interneurons.! Ladder,! Griddle! and! Drunken! are! groups! of!
inhibitory!neurons!immediately!downstream!of!the!Chordotonals!that!form!levels!of!lateral,!





















larva! are! shown! inside! the! outline! of! the! CNS! (gray).! Only! neurons! originating! within! one! abdominal!
segment!are!shown!for! illustration!purposes;!however,!these!neurons!repeat!across!multiple!segments.!
















































Chordotonal! neurons! (red)! are! direct! upstream! partners! of! three! groups! of! inhibitory! interneurons:!
Griddles!(purple),!Drunkens!(pink)!and!Ladders!(yellow).!The!excitatory!Basins!cells!(green)!are!a!point!of!







































of! Basins)! never! triggers! rolling.! Interestingly,! when! Chordotonals! and! MD! IV! are! both!





























or!R61D08! for! Chordotonal!mechanosensory! neurons! (Kwon! et! al.,! 2010;! Ohyama! et! al.,!













1988;! Vonhoff! and! Keshishian,! 2017b).! This!mutation!was! kept! over! the! balancer! CyO! to!
establish!viable!stocks.!When!possible,!CyO!labelled!with!dfdRGMR!Yellow!fluorescent!protein!
(DGY)!(Le!et!al.,!2006)!was!used!to!facilitate!the!selection!of!homozygous!embryos.!For!the!
live! imaging! of! Basins! only,! the! following! line! was! used:! w;* R72F11HLexA,* LexAopHGFP,*
mhc[1]/CyO,*DGY;* iavHGAL4,*UASHtdT* (fly!line!1,!Table)1).!For!simultaneous! live! imaging!of!
Basins! and! Chordotonals,! the! following! line! was! used:! w;* R72F11HLexAp65* in* JK22C,*












The! imaging! setup! consisted! of! a! Yokogawa! CSUR22! spinning! disk! confocal! field! scanner!
mounted!on!an!Olympus!BX51!WI!fixedRstage!upright!compound!microscope,!with!an!Evolve!












manually! readjusted! during! the! session! if! needed! to! ensure! coverage! of! the! neurons! of!

















by! the! ventral! side! to! a! cover! glass! coated!with! polyRLRlysine! (SIGMA,! P1524)! on! a! small!
Sylgard!(Dow!Corning)!plate.!
The! calcium! imaging! experiments! were! performed! using! a! 3i! VIVO! Multiphoton! upright!
microscope! (Intelligent! Imaging! Innovations).! The! Chordotonal! neurons! were! photoR
stimulated!using!a!1040!nm!laser!(1040R3!femtoTrain,!SpectraRPhysics)!coupled!to!a!2Rphoton!









crossed! to:! w;* LexAopHShi;* UASHGCaMP6s,* LexAopHCsChrimson! (fly! line! 7,! Table) 1)! for!









stimulated! ipsilateral! hemisegments! were! separated! by! at! least! one! unstimulated!




R61D08HLexA;* R71A10HGAL4! (fly! line! 8,!Table) 1)! line!was! crossed! to:!w;* LexAopHShi;*UASH
GCaMP6s,*LexAopHCsChrimson!(fly!line!7,!Table)1)!for!experimental!animals,!or!to!w;;*UASH
GCaMP6s,*LexAopHCsChrimson!(fly!line!6,!Table)1)!for!control.!A!photoRstimulation!region!of!

























(ROI)! was! manually! defined! to! include! the! corresponding! GCaMPRexpressing! axons.! The!


















al.,! 2013,! 2015)! and! will! only! be! explained! briefly.! The! rigs! had! some! common! core!




























For! each! behavioral! experiment,! a! total! of! roughly! ! 400R500! animals! were! tested! across!

















al.,! 2015).! They! have! an! image! resolution! of! 3.8! nm! by! 3.8! nm! by! 40! nm! in! x,! y! and! z,!
respectively.!These!volumes!include!a!1.5Rsegment!fraction!of!the!central!nervous!system!(A2!
and!A3! segments)! of! first! instar! larvae.! The! genotypes! for! these! volumes! are:! 1)!w;;* iavH








Statistical! analysis! was! performed! using! R.! The! calcium! responses! between! control! and!
experimental!animals!were!compared!using!the!singleRsided!Wilcoxon!rankRsum!test.!!
For! the! behavioral! assays,! the! probability! of! a! behavior! occurring! was! calculated! as! the!
proportion!of!animals!that!performed!the!specified!behavior!at!least!once!during!the!15!s!(for!
optogenetic! activation! or! vibration! stimulus)! or! 40! s! (for! thermogenetic! activation)!
immediately!after!stimulus!onset!across!all!trials.!The!analysis!time!window!for!thermogenetic!












! ! ! ! ! 22!
Table&1.&Fly&lines&used&in&this&study&
Fly$line$








































8! w;#R61D08)LexAp65#in#JK22C;#R71A10)GAL4#in#attP2# This!study.! 5.1F!
!





























































































28! w;,!QUAS;syn21;CsChrimson!tdTomato_tr!p10!in!attP18! Zlatic!lab!(JRC)!FlyStore!#3028614! !
!

















































select!where! to! terminate,!branch,!and!establish! synaptic! connections! (Zlatic!et!al.,! 2003,!
2009).! However,! whether! their! partner! dendrites! explore! their! environment! seeking! out!
specific! presynaptic! axons,! or! whether! they! connect! with! whichever! axon! terminal! they!
contact!is!unknown.!Addressing!these!questions!requires!visualizing!the!developing!axons!and!
dendrites!of!partner!neurons!when!they!first!start!growing!to!their!target!area!and!contacting!
each! other.! Therefore,! for! this! chapter! I! investigated! the! earliest! contacts! between! the!
Chordotonal!and!Basin!neurons!in!the!VNC.!!
I! performed! live! imaging! in! the! intact! embryo! and! observed! the!mechanistic! interactions!
between!these!partner!neurons!during!development!(see!Figure'3.1A).!I!generated!transgenic!
fly! lines! to! simultaneously! label! Chordotonal! and! Basin! neurons! with! two! different!
myristoylated!fluorescent!reporters!in!the!same!animal.!These!lines!included!a!mutation!in!
the!myosin!heavy!chain!(mhc)!gene!(Mogami!and!Hotta,!1981;!O’Donnell!and!Bernstein,!1988)!
to! prevent! muscle! contraction! and! allow! the! acquisition! of! smooth! time! lapse! movies!
(Vonhoff!and!Keshishian,!2017b).!The!samples!were!imaged!at!multiple!time!points!(every!1V
5!min!depending!on! the! sample)!with!a! spinningVdisk! confocal!microscope.! I! followed! the!
development!of!Chordotonal!and!Basin!neurons! from!the!earliest!moment!of! fluorophore!
expression!until!the!end!of!the!embryonic!stage!(!!12Vhour!long!imaging!session).!I!discovered!















When! the! Basin! axon! reaches! the! appropriate! anterolateral! tract! (perpendicular! to! it),! it!
proceeds!to!split!into!two!long!projections!in!the!same!dorsoventral!plane,!one!end!extending!
anteriorly!and!the!other!posteriorly!(see!Figure'3.1B).!Both!ends!of!the!axon!keep!extending!
as! they! discretely! explore! their! vicinity.! Eventually,! the! axon! extends! long! enough! and!
overlaps!with!the!labeled!axons!of!the!neighboring!Basins!from!the!adjacent!segments.!This!
bundle!of!axons!keeps!getting!thicker!as!more!Basin!neurons!are!labeled!or!additional!axons!
from! Basins! in! more! distant! segments! join.! Even! though! it! is! not! possible! to! distinguish!
individual! axons! at! this! point,! we! know! from! the! EM! reconstructions! that! Basin! axons!
normally!span!across!one!to!two!segments!on!either!side!(Ohyama!et!al.,!2015).!





















B)! Developmental! time! lapse! of! Chordotonal! (red)! and!Basin! (green)! cells.! The! images! are! confocal! ZV
projections!of!a!ventral!view!of!the!VNC!of!live!embryos.!Time!points!are!relative!to!the!start!of!the!imaging!
session!due! to! the!difference! in! temperatures!before! (25!°C)!and!during! imaging! (23!°C).! The! imaging!











































































the! iav1GAL4! driver.! I! observed! the! earliest! moment! of! fluorophore! detection! in! the!
Chordotonal!axon!terminals!around!1!hour!after!the!beginning!of!the!imaging!session!(see'
Figure' 3.1B),! shortly! after! the! earliest! detection! of! Basin! cells.! At! this! moment,! the!
Chordotonal!axons!were!already! located! in! their! target!anteroposterior! tract,!where! they!
normally! arborize.! The! lch5! Chordotonals! in! the! intersegmental! nerve! are! detected! first,!















this! process,! neurons! explore! their! environment! and! come! into! contact!with!many! other!
partner!and!nonVpartner!cells.!
Basin!dendrites!perform!extensive!exploration!by!extending!multiple! filopodia,! covering!a!
broad! area!within! their! hemisegment! (see!Figure' 3.A).! The! exploration! begins!with! small!
filopodia!branching!off!the!dendritic!initiation!point!on!the!primary!neurite.!These!filopodia!
extend!and!retract!continuously,!making!this!process!very!dynamic.!The!size!of!new!filopodia!
increases! and! the! exploration! coverage! area! expands.! Shortly! after,! multiple! branches!
stabilize!and!the!exploration!slows!down!until!the!neurons!adopt!their!mature!morphology.!
Interestingly,! the! area! covered! during! this! dendritic! exploration! is! larger! than! the! area!
covered!by! the!mature!dendrites!at! the!end!of! the!exploration! (see!Figure'3.A),!with! the!
exploratory!filopodia!covering!three!times!the!area!occupied!by!the!mature!dendrites!(see!
Figure'3.C).!This!is!also!true!for!Chordotonal!neurons!(see!Figure'3.B),!with!the!exploratory!
axonal! filopodia! covering! about! 1.5! times! the! area! of! the!mature! axons! (see!Figure' 3.C).!






























































































In! this! chapter! I! described! experiments! that! allowed!me! to! observe! the! development! of!
synaptic!partner!neurons!in!the!VNC!of!the!live!Drosophila!embryo.!This!unveiled!the!dynamic!




in! the! embryonic! CNS.!Neurons! in! the! embryo! are! very! small! compared! to! those! in! later!
stages.!Most!of!the!driver!lines!that!are!known!to!label!neurons!of!interest!are!characterized!
in! the! larval! or! adult! stages.! Therefore,! it! is! necessary! to! first! find! lines! that! have! the!
appropriate!expression!pattern!in!the!embryo!as!well.!Visualizing!neurons!at!early!embryonic!







of! these! filopodia! are! stabilized! to! adopt! their! mature! morphology.! The! Basin! dendritic!
exploration!range! is!wider!than!the!area!the!mature!dendrites!normally!occupy.!Thus,! the!

















findings! that! show! branching! and! termination! of! sensory! axons! are! regulated! by! the!
expression! of! receptors! for! positional! guidance! cues! (like! Slit,! Semaphorins! and! Netrins)!
independently!of!their!partners!(Zlatic!et!al.,!2003,!2009).!The!axon!terminals,!whose!location!











with! each! other.! Therefore,! in! principle,! simply! guiding! presynaptic! axons! and! their!
postsynaptic! dendrites! to! a! common! location! through! global! positional! cues! could! be!
sufficient! to! establish! connections.! Peters’! rule! is! a! hypothesis! that! intends! to! predict!
connectivity!among!neuron! types!based!on! the! anatomical! colocation!of! their!axonal!and!
dendritic!arbors!(Peters!and!Feldman,!1976;!Rees!et!al.,!2017).!It!suggests!that!the!existence!
of!connections!between!any!two!given!neurons!depends!of!the!extent!their!dendrites!and!




al.,! 2003,! 2009).! In! the! vertebrate! spinal! cord,! scrambling! the! location! of! motoneuron!
dendrites! that! are! postsynaptic! to! sensory! axons,! does! not! affect! the! target! location! of!
sensory! terminals! (Sürmeli! et! al.,! 2011),! indicating! that! these! are! also! following! specific!
positional! cues.! These! studies! suggest! that! sensory! axons! do! not! seek! out! their! target!
dendrites,!instead!they!seek!out!a!specific!3D!location.!
However,! detailed! reconstructions! of! neuronal! maps! have! shown! evidence! of! striking!
synaptic! specificity! (Gerhard! et! al.,! 2017;! Helmstaedter! et! al.,! 2013;! Jovanic! et! al.,! 2016;!









guide! only! the! presynaptic! axons! to! branch! and! terminate! in! a! specific! location,! while!
postsynaptic!dendrites! could! seek!out! their!presynaptic!partners!by! searching! for! specific!
partnerVderived! cues.! Indeed,! live! imaging! experiments! described! in! the! previous! chapter!
revealed! that! dendritic! filopodia! undergo! much! more! extensive! exploration! than! axons,!
suggesting!axons!may!provide!instructive!signals!for!postsynaptic!dendrites!to!stabilize!their!
filopodia!and!connect!to!them.!If!this!is!true,!we!would!expect!that!postsynaptic!dendrites!








I! generated! a! shift! of! location! of! the! Chordotonal! axons! by! overexpressing! the! chimeric!
receptor!FraRobo!(Bashaw!and!Goodman,!1999)!in!them.!FraRobo!consists!of!the!ectodomain!
of! the! receptor! Frazzled,! and! the! intracellular! domain! of! Robo! (see! Figure' 4.1A).! As!














































































































































































The! best! way! to! confidently! determine! if! there! are! any! connectivity! effects! of! the!
displacement!of!the!Chordotonal!axons!is!to!look!at!any!morphological!changes!and!measure!
the!number!of!connections!with!their!synaptic!partners.!EM!reconstruction!of!neurons!would!
provide! morphological! and! connectivity! information! about! the! circuit! effects! of! this!
manipulation.!Therefore,! I! performed!EM! reconstruction! of! the! Chordotonal! neurons! and!










the! overall! mediolateral! shift! of! the! Chordotonal! axons! observed! in! this! EM! volume! by!


















B3E)! Dorsal! (B! and! C)! and! cross! section! (D! and! E)! views! of! the! reconstructed! Chordotonal! axons! and!
postsynaptic! partner! dendrites! in! wildtype! (B! and! D)! (w1118)! and! in! a! sample! in! which! Chordotonals!
express!FraRobo!(C!and!E)!(Ch1GAL48>8UAS1FraRobo).!Chordotonal!axons!expressing!FraRobo!are!displaced!
























































































































































receive! Chordotonal! input! in! the! medial! and! lateral! subregions! of! their! dendritic! arbor.!
Surprisingly,! when! the! Chordotonal! axons! were! shifted! laterally,! Basins! broadened! their!
dendritic! coverage! by! spreading! out! their! dendrites! laterally! to! reach! for! the! ectopic!
Chordotonal!input!(see!Figure'4.2C'and'Figure'4.2E).!Basin!dendrites!can!now!be!found!all!the!























































































































































































>8 UAS1FraRobo).! The! axons! of! Ladder! and! Drunken! extend! ectopic! branches! (arrowheads)! due! to! the!














or!any!neuron!that!was!displaced!as!a! consequence!of!the!expression!of! FraRobo! in!Chordotonals! (i.e.!




the! interneuron!dendritic!compartments! (axoVdendritic!connections),! it! is!unclear!whether!































































(or! makes! onto)! a! specific! partner! has! been! shown! to! be! remarkably! conserved! across!
individuals!and!development!(from!first! to!third! instar! larva! in!Drosophila)! (Gerhard!et!al.,!
2017).!Therefore,!throughout!this!study!I!will!report!connectivity!between!partner!neurons!
(for!example:!neuron!A!synapsing!onto!neuron!B)!as!a!fraction,!resulting!from!dividing!the!























































































































































































































































































































































































segments)! as! Chordotonals! (limits! set! to! approximate! those! of! the! FraRobo! volume).! Those! neurons!
partially!within!these!limits!were!considered!as!local!if!the!encompassed!fractions!could!still!be!identified,!











D)! Chordotonals! and! their! key! downstream! partners! (Basin,! Ladder,! Griddle! and! Drunken)! were! fully!
reconstructed!in!a!Ch1GAL48>8UAS1FraRobo8EM!volume!of!1.5!segments.!
E3H)' Connectivity! between! FraRoboVexpressing! Chordotonal! neurons! and! key! postsynaptic! partners! is!
altered.!The!number!of!synapses!from!Chordotonals!onto!the!dendrites!of!the!postsynaptic!partner!was!
divided!by!the!total!number!of!dendritic! inputs!of!the!postsynaptic!partner!(EVG),!or!total!postsynaptic!











shifted!Chordotonals! (J’).!Error!bars!represent!the!95%!confidence! interval! for!probabilities!or!standard!




I! found! that! the! fraction!of!Basin! synapses! from!Chordotonal!neurons!was!higher! than! in!
control!volumes!(see!Figure'4.4E).!A!similar! increase! in!connectivity!was!also!observed!for!
Drunken! neurons! (see! Figure' 4.4F).! Contrastingly,! the! fraction! of! Griddle! input! from!
Chordotonal!neurons!was!lower!than!control!(see!Figure'4.4G).!Basin,!Drunken!and!Griddle!
receive!most!of!their!Chordotonal!input!onto!their!dendrites,!which!are!fully!contained!in!the!
FraRobo!volume.!However,! Ladders!normally! receive!a! significant!amount!of!Chordotonal!





This! revealed! that! the! fraction! of! Ladder! input! from! Chordotonal! decreased! when!
Chordotonal! neurons! had! been! shifted! laterally!by! the! expression! of! FraRobo! (see!Figure'
4.4H).! Altogether,! I! found! that! Basins! and! Drunkens! receive! a! higher! relative! number! of!
synapses!from!Chordotonal!neurons!compared!to!controls.!Conversely,!while!Ladders!and!
Griddles! do! establish! connections! with! the! shifted! Chordotonal! axons,! the! fraction! of!










these! have! been! shifted! to! ectopic! locations.! However,! the! analysis! of! detailed! synaptic!




observed! in! the! EM! volumes! would! have! an! effect! on! the! animal’s! responses! to!
mechanosensory! stimuli! (see! Figure' 4.4I).! I! found! that! third! instar! larvae! with! FraRoboV
expressing!Chordotonal!axons!display!bodyVbending!behavioral!responses!to!vibration,!but!
the! responses!were! significantly! shorter! compared! to! controls! (see!Figure'4.4J).! Similarly,!
these!animals!responded!to!vibration!by!hunching,!but!the!probability!and!duration!of!this!
behavior!were!both! significantly! lower! than! in! controls! (see!Figure'4.4J’).! This! shows! that!
despite! the! displacement! of! the! Chordotonal! neurons,! the!mechanosensory! circuit! is! still!
functional!and!capable! of!generating!mechanicallyVevoked!behavior.!However,! the!overall!































cues! in! the! specificity! of! the! synaptic! connections! between! them.! I! induced! the! ectopic!
expression!of!FraRobo!in!the!Chordotonal!neurons!and!generated!a!lateral!displacement!of!
their!axons!in!the!nerve!cord.!This!experiment!allowed!me!to!test!Peters’!rule!and!see!whether!



















postsynaptic! dendrites! are! capable! of! adapting! their! morphology! in! order! to! establish!
connections! with! their! specific! presynaptic! partners.! This! proves! there! must! be! partnerV
derived!cues!these!neurons!are!using!during!development!to!establish!connections.!
The!readjustment!of!morphology!of!synaptic!partners!is!consistent!with!a!previous!study!done!
in! the! adult! olfactory! system! of! Drosophila! (Zhu! et! al.,! 2006).! This! work! showed! that!
overexpressing!Dscam! in! secondVorder! projection! neurons! shifted! the! relative! position! of!
their!dendrites!to!a!different!glomerulus!in!the!antennal!lobe.!This!change!of!location!caused!









However,! the! location!of!the!presynaptic!axons!remained!unchanged,!showing!that! in!this!
case! the! presynaptic! axons! do! not! follow!postsynaptic! dendrites.! Together,! these! studies!
suggest!that!synaptic!selectivity!may!be!regulated!differently!across!the!CNS.!
I!found!that!even!though!postsynaptic!dendrites!found!their!shifted!presynaptic!axons!and!














presynaptic! axons,! I! found! that! animals! expressing! FraRobo! in! Chordotonal! neurons! do!
respond!to!vibration!by!bending!their!bodies!and!hunching,!indicating!the!mechanosensory!
circuit! is! functional.! However,! consistent! with! the! finding! that! the! relative! numbers! of!
connections!from!shifted!Chordotonals!to!different!neurons!were!different!than!wildtype,!I!
found!that!the!behavioral!response!to!vibration!of!such!animals!was!lower!than!in!controls.!
Specifically,! two! types! of! inhibitory! neurons! (Griddle! and! Ladder)! received! less! synapses,!
while!one!excitatory!(Basin)!and!one!inhibitory!(Drunken)!received!more!synapses.!However,!




their! partners! even! when! these! are! in! ectopic! locations.! This! suggests! that! neurons! use!













In! this! chapter! I! explore! whether! synaptic! activity! contributes! to! the! establishment! of!
appropriate! synaptic! connections.! In! chapter! 3,! I! have! shown! that! postsynaptic! dendrites!






their! dendritic! arbor! size! (Tripodi! et! al.,! 2008).! Additionally,! exploratory! axonal! filopodia!
















To! assess! the! role! of! developmental! synaptic! activity! in! partner! specificity,! I! silenced! the!
Chordotonal!neurons!during!development!and!examined!the!effects!of!this!manipulation!on!



















Figure' 5.1C'and' Figure' 5.1D),!while! there!was! no! difference! in! the! connectivity! between!













the! Chordotonal! neurons.! Shits1! is! a! dominant! negative!mutant! version! of! the!Drosophila!
ortholog!of!Dynamin!(Chen!et!al.,!1991).!It!reversibly!blocks!synaptic!vesicle!endocytosis!at!a!
restrictive! temperature! (!30!°C),! greatly! reducing! synaptic! transmission! (Kitamoto,!2001).!
The!targeted!expression!of!Shits1!allowed!me!to!reversibly!inactivate!the!Chordotonal!neurons!
with!temporal!control.!!










their! activity.! At! the! same! time,! I! used! CsChrimson,! a! redVshifted! channelrhodopsin!
(Klapoetke!et!al.,!2014),!to!activate!Chordotonal!neurons!with!red!light.!




















connections! between! Chordotonals! and! Basins,! and! possibly! in! the! indirect! (via! Basins)!
functional!connection!between!Chordotonals!and!A00c!neurons.!
Lack(of(sensory(input(alters(the(behavioral(output(of(the(circuit(
Next,! I! wanted! to! test! whether! the! significant! differences! in! structural! and! functional!
connectivity!induced!by!silencing!of!sensory!axons!also!result!in!differences!in!the!behavioral!
output!of!the!circuit.!
I! measured! the! behavioral! responses! to! vibration! of! first! instar! larvae! in! which! the!
Chordotonal!neurons!were!reversibly!silenced!during!development!(see!Figure'5.1I),!just!as!
in!the!functional!imaging!experiments!above.!As!stated!before,!Chordotonals!are!activated!by!
vibration,!and! larvae! stereotypically! respond! to! this! stimulus!by!bending! their!bodies!and!














present! EM! volume).! Particularly,! the! reduced! hunching! responses! of! these! animals! (see!















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B3E)' Connectivity! revealed! by! EM! reconstructions! of! Chordotonals! (Ch)! silenced! with! TNT! and! key!
postsynaptic!partners!in!one!abdominal!segment!of!a!first!instar!larva.!To!report!the!relative!number!of!
connections!between!partner!neurons,!the!number!of!synapses!from!Chordotonals!onto!the!postsynaptic!
partner!was!divided!by!the!total!number!of!dendritic! (B,!C,!E)!or!dendritic!and!axonal! (D)! inputs!of!the!
postsynaptic!partner.!The!experimental!animal’s!genotype!was!w;8UAS1TNT/+;8Ch1GAL4/+.!Controls!were!
animals! of! the!w1118! genotype.! Connectivity! from!neurons! in! the! right! (R)! and! left! (L)! sides! is! shown!
separately.!However,!left!and!right!synapse!counts!were!grouped!for!statistical!analysis.!
F)' Schematic! of! the! experimental! conditions! for! reversible! silencing! of! Chordotonal! neurons! during!
development.! Embryos! with! Chordotonal! neurons! expressing! Shibirets1! (Shits1)! and! CsChrimson! were!










H)!A00c! (a!direct!downstream!partner!of!Basins)!calcium! responses! (mean!±! s.e.m)! to! the!optogenetic!
activation!(Stim.,!1040!nm!for!200!ms)!of!Chordotonal! cells!show!a!nonVstatisticallyVsignificant! increase!
when!Chordotonal!cells!were!silenced!during!development!(blue!trace;!A00c1GAL48>8UAS1GCaMP6s,8Ch1

















between! fly! lines! 17! and! 31,!Table' 1).! Control! (gray)! genotype:! +8 >8 UAS1Shits1! (progeny! of! the! cross!
between!fly!lines!31!and!32,!Table'1).!Error!bars!represent!the!95%!confidence!interval.!
J3J’)! The!probabilities! for!bending!and!hunching!behaviors!are! lower! in!early! stage! larvae! in!which! the!
Chordotonal!neurons!were!silenced!(red)!during!development!than!in!controls!(gray).!n=!86!animals!for!
experimental;!n=!72!for!control.!






Basins! are! multisensory! interneurons! that! receive! input! from! both! mechanosensory! and!




from!nociceptive!neurons!was!greater!when! the!Chordotonal!neurons!were! silenced! than!
when!they!were!active!(see!Figure'5.2A).!!
In! order! to! test! whether! these! additional! excitatory! connections! between! nociceptive!










Basins! (R72F111GAL48>8UAS1GCaMP6s).!This! fly! line!enabled!me!to!measure!Basin!calcium!
responses! to! the! optogenetic! activation! of! nociceptive! neurons! in! animals! in! which! the!
Chordotonal!neurons!are!silenced.!!









Figure(5.2.(Basin( cells( compensate( for( the( lack(of(mechanosensory( input(by( increasing( their(nociceptive(
input.(
A)! The! fraction! of! Basin! dendritic! input! that! is! received! from! nociceptive!MD! IV! increases! when! the!
Chordotonal! (Ch)! neurons! are! silenced! by! the! targeted! expression! of! TNT! (green! bars)! as! revealed! by!
electron! microscopy! reconstruction.! Controls! are! two! independent! w1118! animals! (gray! bars).! The!
connectivity! from!the! left! (L)!and!right!(R)!sides!of!the!nervous!system!is! included!to!show!consistency!
within!sample.!Left!and!right!sides!were!grouped!for!statistical!analysis.!











































































































































































































































































































































D’)' Inactivation! of! Chordotonal! neurons! expressing! Shits1! and! optogenetic! activation! of!MD! IV! led! to!
increased!rolling!probability.!Animals!were!incubated!at!31!°C!for!three!days,!from!egg!laying!until!testing.!
Experimental!animals!(red)!were!Ch1GAL48>8UAS1Shits1,8MDIV1LexA8>8LexAop1CsChrimson8(progeny!of!the!
cross! between! fly! lines! 17! and! 14,!Table'1).! Control! animals! (gray)!were!+8 >8UAS1Shits1,8MDIV1LexA8 >8













































constitutively,!and!CsChrimson! in!the!MD!IV!neurons!for!optogenetic!activation,! just!as! in!
Figure'5.2B.!The!rolling!behavior!probabilities!of!these!animals!were!significantly!greater!than!
those! of! animals! in! which! the! Chordotonals! were! not! silenced! (see! Figure' 5.2D).! As! an!
alternative!approach,!I!silenced!the!Chordotonal!neurons!with!Shibirets1!all!throughout!the!
animals’!lives!until!testing.!These!animals!also!display!a!significantly!greater!rolling!probability!
(see! Figure' 5.2D’).! These! are! two! analogous! experiments! that! indicate! that! the!
developmental!silencing!of!Chordotonal!neurons!leads!to!an!increased!nociceptive!sensitivity.!
To! further! prove! this! effect,! I! decided! to! use! an! alternative! activation! approach! by!
thermogenetically! activating! the!MD! IV! neurons.! I! selectively! targeted! the! expression! of!











evoked! significantly! stronger! rolling! responses! (see! Figure' 5.2DE’).! These! four! analogous!
manipulations!silenced!the!Chordotonal!neurons!(with!TNT,!Shibirets1!or!Kir)!and!showed!the!
same!effect!in!the!behavioral!responses!to!the!optogenetic!or!thermogenetic!activation!of!
nociceptive! MD! IV! (see! Figure' 5.2D3E’).! These! results! are! consistent! with! the! increased!
structural! and! functional! connections! from! nociceptive! neurons! onto! Basins! when!
mechanosensory!neurons!are!silenced!(see!Figure'5.2A3B’).!
However,! it! is! unclear! whether! the! increase! in! these! behavioral! responses! is! due! to!
developmental!defects!in!synaptic!connectivity!that!are!caused!by!silencing!the!Chordotonal!






inactivation! by! silencing! them!exclusively! during! the! experiment,! as! opposed! to! silencing!
them!constitutively.! In!these!experiments,! the!connectivity!between!Chordotonal!neurons!







activation! of! Chordotonal! neurons! facilitates! larval! rolling! response! to! the! activation! of!
nociceptive!neurons!(Ohyama!et!al.,!2015).!Silencing!Chordotonals!during!the!experiment!had!
no! effect! on! rolling,! while! the! experiments! in! which! the! Chordotonal! neurons! were!
permanently!silenced!with!TNT,!Shits1!or!Kir!had!increased!rolling!responses!(see!Figure'5.2DV
E’).!Thus,!the!compensation!in!connectivity!between!nociceptive!and!Basin!neurons,!calcium!




and! functional! connectivity,! and! behavioral! output! of! the! circuit.! Connections! between!
silenced!Chordotonal!neurons!and!their!postsynaptic!partners!were!still!present,!showing!that!
evoked! activity! during! development! does! not! seem! to! be! required! for! basic! partner!
recognition.! However,! the! lack! of!mechanosensory! input! during! development! resulted! in!
changes! in! the! strength!of! connectivity!with!partner!neurons.!Additionally,! I! showed! that!
different!elements!of!the!circuit!responded!differently!to!the!same!manipulation,!some!by!












affected! (Baines! et! al.,! 2001).! Another! study! showed! that! rearing! animals! in! complete!








with! my! results! in! which! the! silent! Chordotonal! neurons! have! normal! morphology! and!
connect!to!their!usual!partners.!
However,!I!found!that!the!precise!fraction!of!input!from!the!silent!Chordotonals!onto!their!
postsynaptic! partners! is! changed.! Interestingly,! the! fraction! of! connections! onto! some!
neurons!is!increased,!and!decreased!onto!others,!relative!to!controls.!!
Connectivity! compensation!by! increasing! synapse!numbers!has! been!observed!previously.!
Work! done! in! Drosophila! embryo! has! shown! that! motoneurons! perform! homeostatic!
regulation!of! the! size!of! their!dendritic!arbors! based!on! the!amount! of!presynaptic! input!
(Tripodi!et!al.,!2008).!When!input!onto!the!motoneurons!was!blocked!by!the!expression!of!











unchanged! (Mendelsohn! et! al.,! 2015).! These! studies! show! that! neurons! can! change! their!
connections!or!even!morphology!in!response!to!the!lack!of!neuronal!input.!




2018;! Yuan! et! al.,! 2011).! Another! study! also! found! that! developmental! stimulation! of!
nociceptive!MD! IV! neurons! produced! longVlasting! suppression! of! nociceptive! behavior! in!
Drosophila!larva!(Kaneko!et!al.,!2017).!However,!I!showed!that!the!lack!of!Chordotonal!input!
leads!to!a!reduced!mechanosensory!behavioral!response.!Similarly,!depriving!kittens!of!visual!
input! during! an! early! critical! period! by! suturing! their! eyelids! permanently! impaired! their!
vision,! even! after! their! eyes! were! opened! again! (Hubel! and! Wiesel,! 1964).! However,!
repeatedly!depriving!adult!mice!of!monocular!vision!resulted!in!a!shift!of!neuronal!responses!
to!the!open!eye!that!was!fully!reverted!every!time!after!regaining!vision!(Rose!et!al.,!2016).!
Together!with! these!previous! studies,!my! results! suggest! that! the!effects!of! increasing!or!
abolishing!neuronal!activity!are!timeVsensitive!and!may!not!be!simple!opposites!of!each!other.!!
Interestingly,! I! found! that! the! developmental! silencing! of! Chordotonal! neurons! leads! to!








manipulations;! 2)! highVresolution! EM! reconstruction! of! the! connections! between! the!
manipulated!neurons!and!their!known!specific!partners;!3)!functional!imaging!to!corroborate!





evidence! of! the! overall! effects! of! the! manipulation! on! the! whole! circuit.! All! of! these!
characteristics!combined!enabled!me!to!pin!down!with!unprecedented!resolution!the!range!
of!effects!of!silencing!Chordotonal!neurons!on!circuit!structure!and!function.!
In! summary,! I! have! shown! that! evoked! activity! is! not! required! for! partner! recognition.!
However,! the! lack! of! Chordotonal! input! during! development! reshaped! the! connectivity!
balance!between!Chordotonals!and!their!partners.!The!number!of!connections!from!silent!
Chordotonals!onto!Bains!increased,!while!the!connections!onto!Ladder!and!Griddle!neurons!
were! reduced.! This! shows! that!different!elements!of! the!circuit!have!different!abilities! to!
respond! to! the! same! manipulation.! Interestingly,! the! multisensory! Basin! neurons! also!
compensated!by!increasing!their!input!from!a!separate!sensory!modality,!the!nociceptive!MD!
IV! neurons.! Animals! with! Chordotonal! neurons! that! were! silenced! during! development!
exhibited!a!range!of!behavioral!defects:!both!decreased!sensitivity!to!mechanosensory!stimuli!
and! increased! sensitivity! to! nociceptive! stimuli.! These! effects! are! reminiscent! of! those!











the! mechanisms! for! circuit! assembly.! First,! Peters’! rule! states! that! neurons! that! occupy!
overlapping! areas! are! more! likely! to! be! connected! to! each! other.! This! suggests! location!
determines!partner!specificity.!Second,!Sperry’s!chemoaffinity!theory!proposes!that!neurons!
express!specific!molecular!tags!that!allow!them!to!identify!and!connect!to!only!those!neurons!
carrying! the! right! set! of! molecular! tags.! These! two! seemingly! opposite! theories! were!
proposed!decades!ago!and!the!extent!to!which!one!or!the!other!is!true!remained!unclear!until!
now.!!
To! test! the! role! of! partner! location! in! circuit! assembly,! I! genetically! manipulated! the!
Chordotonal!neurons!to!grow!in!a!different!location!than!usual.!Surprisingly,!I!found!that!their!
regular! postsynaptic! partners! extended! ectopic! branches! to! reach! for! the! displaced!
Chordotonal!neurons.!This!shows!that!these!neurons!must!use!a!partnerVspecific!recognition!
process! that! extends! partner! selectivity! beyond! locational! overlap,! supporting! Sperry’s!
chemoaffinity!theory.!Interestingly,!the!displaced!Chordotonal!axons!preserved!most!of!their!
top!synaptic!partners!and!did!not!form!strong!connections!with!any!new!neurons!at!their!new!
location,! opposite! to! what! Peters’! rule! would! predict.! However,! detailed! connectivity!
quantification!revealed!differences!in!connectivity!strength!that!indicate!the!circuit!did!not!
wire! correctly,! despite! the!morphological! and! positional! compensation! from!postsynaptic!





assembly.! I! showed! that! silencing! the! Chordotonal! neurons! did! not! affect! the! set! of! top!















to! identify! their! intended!partners.! As! they! explore,! neurons! use! partnerVderived! cues! to!







to! corroborate! the! quantified! connectivity! differences! through! functional! and! behavioral!
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Figure( S3.( Chordotonal( synaptic( distribution( by( partner( in( wildtype,( Chordotonal>FraRobo( and(
Chordotonal>TNT.(
A)! All! presynaptic! sites! (blue)! of! Chordotonal! axons! (red)! in! one! abdominal! segment! reveled! by! EM!
reconstruction.!Gray!vertical!lines!indicate!the!edge!of!the!neuropil.!Black!line!indicates!the!midline.!
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